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Shlomo Kalo’s Forevermore peels back the façade of the Jewish plight and allows the Jew to be seen “as he is, and not

how he is perceived.”

From the rise of Muhammad, the Cossack Rebellion, and perhaps Jewish history’s darkest hour yet, The Holocaust,

Kalo’s vivid imagery and dedication to historical storytelling paints a vibrant picture of suffering, struggle, and the

indomitable will of the human spirit.

Three pivotal moments in Jewish history create a stark and historical backdrop to Kalo’s fascinating tale, weaving

these historically significant moments in Jewish history together to create a bold and complex tapestry of truth, at

times a naked truth.

Vibrant, bold, and masterfully written, Nobel nominee Shlomo Kalo shares his incomparable storytelling ability

with the world as he shines a powerful light on the history of injustice and struggle that has befallen the Jewish

community for centuries in a three-part masterpiece that is hard to put down.

"An original style of writing and a look at events from an interesting perspective.""An original style of writing and a look at events from an interesting perspective."

Shimon PeresShimon Peres
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